Dept. of non-violence
Formal discussion

A group of 50 student leaders met last night with Father Hesburgh, Director of the Department, for the Study and Practice of the Non-Violent Resolution of Human Conflict. The students, led by Janitors Mark Deluca and Bill Ryan, presented a petition supporting the development of a new department, the Department for the Study and Practice of the Non-Violent Resolution of Human Conflict. The students asked for a repeal of all dress regulations, which gathered some 600 signatures. The department was presented with a questionaire on dress regulations was distributed to the student body and faculty. "Looking for money seems to be the central problem for the department," said Father Hesburgh. The department would have the power to hire and fire its faculty members. The department would be autonomous and recommending any study of non-violence would have to be "rigorously and in spirit of non-violence would have to be practiced by the members." Father Hesburgh promised financial support if the department idea would receive support form the student body and faculty. "I honestly hope we may see that in life." Hesburgh said.

Recommendations approved

SMC legislature meets

Last night, the St. Mary's Legislature approved two recommendations on dress regulations and smoking in last week's The Observer. Both recommendations will now be sent to the Student Affairs Committee for their approval. The dress regulation was submitted by Carol Henninger in response to a student petition circulated in November 1968, asking for a lift in the current regulations, which gathered some 600 signatures.

In a joint statement the department idea would receive support form the student body and faculty. "Looking for money seems to be the central problem for the department," said Father Hesburgh. The department would have the power to hire and fire its faculty members. The department would be autonomous and recommending any study of non-violence would have to be "rigorously and in spirit of non-violence would have to be practiced by the members." Father Hesburgh promised financial support if the department idea would receive support form the student body and faculty. "I honestly hope we may see that in life." Hesburgh said.
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"We are coming to a point where we are reaching the ultimate in inaction. Violence is no longer, even physically possible, a viable answer to any human conflict, because it destroys all the people involved in it." Hesburgh cited Stanford, The Woodrow Wilson Institute at Princeton, and the International Law Forum as places where the study of non-violence has been done. The originators of the idea for the department have been in touch with the Eldes Institute, the Joan Baez Institute, and Roy Kepler, an associate of Miss Ilie. The idea for the department will be presented at the curriculum reform meeting next Monday in Niles. The department, as it is planned, would be autonomous and would have the power to hire and fire its faculty members. Father Hesburgh stressed that the study of non-violence would be interdisciplinary, and a student could enroll in the department. The department would concern itself with non-verbal and non-humanities. Mark Dellamano said that "the department will try to get past symbols, so that you don't look at a policeman and say that he is a Fascist, but look at him as another human being, and be able to react to him on that basis."

SBI candidates agree to
Discussion in open forum

Three Student Body Presidential hopefuls, John Mroz, Phil McKenna and Mike Kendall, agreed yesterday to a format for an open forum discussion. The open forum will be held Sunday, March 9th, from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium. In a joint statement the candidates said, "With the number of candidates now in the race, each of us feels it essential that the student body be given maximum opportunity to view the issues from all perspectives." All three expressed hope more candidates would join them. Mike Kendall originally issued the invitation. Only Mroz and McKenna have accepted so far. In the format of discussion, the candidates said, "We wanted to provide through the forum an ample amount of time for the audience to ask questions of each of us." The candidates have arranged for President Hesburgh to moderate the discussion. The candidates asked that any other presidential hopefuls interested in participating in the forum, contact them as soon as possible.

Kevin Smith issued a policy statement yesterday, calling for increased participation in activities by students, and for closer contact between the students and the student government. Smith feels that "Student government at St. Mary's is out of touch with the students." Smith stated that it was his desire to "bring student government back to the students: to get as many people involved as possible."

Two seniors awarded Dansforth Fellowships

Two Notre Dame Seniors, William Cullen, and Jim Pellegro, have won the prestigious Dansforth Fellowship. The fellowship is awarded by the Dunsforth Foundation, in St. Louis, founded by Paul Schroeder. A former fellowship winner, commented on the significance of the fellowship. He claimed that the fellowship is "most prestigious and valuable of all the fellowships awarded in this country."

Gene: I wish President Nixon had sent me a letter on Viet

by Paul Schroeder

Gene McCarthy won't be remembered for his fiancayee. He's about as flashy as Gary Cooper in High Noon. And just as deadly with .45. A small dog does have lunch with twenty awestruck seniors than he starts swinging at Father Hesburgh.

"That letter was unnecessary. It must have been outgrown by the whole economic, political, and social structure of mine a few years ago who warned my musicians that anyone caught chewing tobbacco during the show was going to lunch with twenty awestruck seniors than he starts swinging at Father Hesburgh."

"I'd like to wait for a better translation. Nevertheless, I agree with President McKenna, that the personal letter endorsing my position was unneccessary. It just can't seem to do it."
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Racist obsession

Editor: Re: Terry O’Neil

Tuesday and Wednesday your racist obsession of showing the disagreements and credibility gaps in the blacks’ plight on this campus came across poignantly. Let it be your information that one more of this type of word-games “with nigger-splits” as your basis will show you another type of nigger.

Any disparity in our group, real or imagined, is none of your business and I am serious in this matter.

Black Power, Bill Turner grad. sociology

Twisting phrases

Editor: Terry O’Neil:

I, too, possess similar beliefs as my brother, Mr. Bill Turner.

Interviewing a black athlete is one thing, but twisting phrases in a particular manner which somehow explicitly portrays racism is another thing, and furthermore, much more serious.

Thruit Shop

SMC Junior Class

Terry O’Neil:

11:4 1/2

Today in the Clubhouse

RIVER PARK

MISHAWAKA, INDIANA 46544

Phone: 268-8842

Winner of 3 Academy Awards!

TALENT SHOW

MONDAY - WEDNESDAY from 7:00 - 8:40

Simulation of the actual skills of film actors in the realms of acting, singing, dance, comedy, and variety routines.

Times:

Mon. - Fri. 5:55 - 8:40

Sat. 7:15, 9:0, 8:30

Present a

COMMUNITY FORUM ON BLACK POWER

MARCH 20

Adam Clayton Powell

(Democratic Representative from Harlem)

Andrew Hacker

(Repub. Candidate of the Peace and Freedom Party)

Dick Gregory in debate with Andrew Hacker

Shirley Chisholm

(Democratic Representative from Brooklyn)

James Farmer

(Under Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare)

SUAC &

The South Bend Community

Presents

MEET THE PRESS

March 21

Community Forum on Black Power

Tickets in the Dining Halls

Thursday & Friday 6:15 - 6:30 pm

Student Forum Pass $2

Adult Forum Pass $3

SCIENCE EDUCATION BUILDING

THE WORLD TODAY

Ilness causes space walk cancellation

SPACE CENTER, Houston (UPI)-Unexplained space sickness which struck astronaut Russell Schweickart yesterday failed to spoil the first manned test of the spaceport spacecraft that will actually land on the moon, but it washed out his planned space walk today.

Schweickart, 33, a civilian scientist on his first space voyage, had been trained for a two-hour test key to Apollo 10's moon mission and the white spacetoon that moon explorers will wear, but it was ruled out as too dangerous after he vomited twice yesterday morning.

Dr. Charles Berry, chief astronaut physician, said he recovered quickly and performed his final check out. The Houston-Schweickart, 10-day flight. Berry said, however, he was at a loss to explain why Schweickart got sick.

“The problem is serious,” said flight director Eugene Kranz at the end of the wearying day.

Schweickart and McDivitt worked all day inside the fragile shielded landing machine. It is the first time the key to space walk has been openly faced in space. Their colleague, David R. Scott, remained alone inside the cone shaped command craft in which all three had spent the first two days of the mission.

Reds bombard Saigon with rockets

SAIGON (UPI) -Communists fired seven rockets into Saigon today and took the worst toll of lives in the capital since the Nov. 1 bombing hail. The attack came hours before the scheduled arrival of U.S. Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara.

U.S. military police said at least 21 persons were killed and more than a dozen were injured. The rocket barrage launched in downtown Saigon, along the riverfront district and into a populous residential neighborhood still recovering from last Monday's shelling.

The rocket strikes, the first since the Saigon churned by the communists' offensive, came less than 24 hours after Vice President Humphrey warned in a Washington speech that the U.S. would demand "an appropriate response" if attacks on civilian population centers continued.

Daley rages on Democratic Convention

CHICAGO (UPI) - An irate Mayor Richard J. Daley, his voice quaking with rage, said yesterday the 1968 Democratic National Convention should not have nominated Hubert H. Humphrey and charged television coverage of the convention "defrauded" the American public. "I thought we should have had a stronger candidate," the mayor, a Democratic party powerhouse, told a newsmen. "I thought they would demand an immediate withdrawal of the surtaxes." His name is the name of a former president of the United States.

Mayor Daley did not specify whether the alliance to a former president meant then President Lyndon Johnson or Massachusetts Democratic Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.

The mayor attacked on the wake of a Monday television interview with the former vice president in which Humphrey said Daley "didn't exactly break his heart for me" in the campaign.

"Daley's handling of protesters during the campaign in Chicago, was a "tragedy," Humphrey said.

"People were wrong in his charges and contended the former vice president lost Illinois because "he didn't campaign hard enough here."

Nixon requests 10% surtax extension

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The Nixon Administration asked Congress yesterday to lift inflation by extending the 10 cent per income tax surcharge beyond its June 30 expiration date. It also asked for extensions of the 10 per cent telephone excise tax and the 5 per cent automobile excise tax.

Treasury Secretary David M. Kennedy and Budget Director Robert P. Mayo told the House Ways and Means committee the surtax, imposed at a "temporary" rate of 10 cents to help control the economy, was needed for at least another year.

"The revenue of a significant change in the level of our Southeast Asia involvement or in the economic outlook," May said, "of the extension of the surcharge and excise clearly seems required."

Under present law, the income tax surcharge is scheduled to expire June 30.

For Sale: Ted Kennedy bumper stickers

2 for $1.00

Mr. Quillin

511 Enderly Street

Brownsburg, Indiana

MET CLUB

EASTER EASEL PLANE SALES

Sun. 7:00 STUDENT CENTER
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Dear Mr. Doan:

Just once and for all—will business admit that it does make mistakes? Over and over again we see the major corporations stamping out criticism as they cover up flaws. Somehow the “ethics” always seem to get lost in the rhetoric.

Several notable cases come to mind, the most recent being the much-publicized affair of the General Motors Goliat
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Miami ‘14-10’ attempts big upset

Miami of Ohio, carrying the worst record in a 23-team field, attempts to upset Notre Dame (20-6) Saturday at Carbondale, Ill., in the first round of the NCAA basketball championship tournament.

The game will be televised live on NBC (channel 16 in South Bend) Saturday at 3:05 p.m. Both WNDU and WSND will broadcast the game live on radio.

Miami brings a 14-10 overall mark into the tournament. The Redskins gained a berth by winning the Mid-America Conference title. They were 10-2 in loop play.

Miami plays a controlled, pattern offense, taking only good shots. The Oxford, Ohio, REDS rank 16th nationally in total defense, yielding 66.4 points per game. They employ a pressing man-to-man system.

This is Miami’s sixth trip to the NCAA event. Only once have the Redskins gotten past the first round. In 1958 they knocked off Pittsburgh 82-77, then bowled 94-70 to Kentucky in the second round.

Notre Dame inflicted one of Miami’s NCAA defeats. In 1957 the Irish captured a first-round triumph, 89-77. In addition, Notre Dame twice has whipped Miami in regular-season play. The Redskins have never knocked off ND.

This is Notre Dame’s eighth appearance in a NCAA tournament. On three previous occasions, the Irish have won two straight games, only to be beaten in a regional final. Their overall record in the tournament is 4-7, compared to Miami’s 1-6.

Saturday’s foes have not met only one common opponent this winter. Kentucky defeated Miami by an 86-77 count and Notre Dame by a 110-90 margin.

"We consider Notre Dame to be one of the top four teams that we play this year," says Miami coach Tales Locke. "The other three, Kentucky, Purdue and Dayton, are also in the NCAA tournament."

The Notre Dame-Miami victor faces Big Ten champion Purdue (currently 19-4 with one game to play) a week from today in Madison, Wisc.

The OBSERVER will publish complete NCAA pairings in tomorrow’s edition.

The Irish Eye

By Terry O’Neil, sports editor

An apology

Perhaps it was presumptuous of me to believe I could directly, comprehend and communicate the thoughts of Notre Dame’s black athletes through a series of interviews with them.

Yesterday, I misrepresented the thoughts of Austin Carr and Collin Jones. I apologize. It was unintentional. I had their words, but not their meaning. If in the process, I discredited the Afro-American Society or any other person or organization, I am truly sorry.

However, there remains the problem which I originally sought to attack—the difficult position of Notre Dame’s black athlete. He is subjected to hateful, threatening mail from the South Bend community, to blatant insults from fellow students and University personnel.

There is one additional pressure. There is that desire “to be a black man first.” He sees his non-athlete “brothers,” who may live an uninhibited black life. But the athlete, of necessity, must compromise with his predominantly white University and its “Notre Dame image.” Coach will not want to see him at a black demonstration. He must say the right words to campus media. He must keep his hair cut and his sideburns trimmed.

And then one of his hang-ups does burst forth. He thinks the Notre Dame student body was boozing its all-black team for racist reasons. What does he get? A fast “We’re sorry” from the Student Body President.

Why must we shove these guys right back to the court? They didn’t want a statement from Richard Rossic. They needed a demonstration. He must say the right words to campus media. He must keep his hair cut and his sideburns trimmed.
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